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6 STEPS TO CREATING THE BEST APPLICATION

1. Be in a Positive State & Trust yourself
2. Brainstorm first

3. Print the Questions (for application & video)
4. Identify Key Information & make sure you reference it

5. Think about who is reading/watching it & what they 
want/need

6. Time Limit - Focus your time and set parameters



Be in a Positive State & Trust yourself

- Get into a great mindset first
- Do whatever you need to do feel good - go for a walk, 

focus on the positives in your life and your past 
achievements, meditate on the vision you have as if it’s 
already happened

- This is 80% of the ‘work’ to do
- Get this right, trust the process and ‘let go’ of the outcome 

and acknowledge the creation of your application as a 
step on the journey (not the be all and end all)



Brainstorm first

- Your goal is to get clarity on YOU and what you WANT 
before you’ve even started looking into the application get 
your ideas onto paper

- Use WHO. WHY. WHAT. WHERE. WHEN & HOW to 
brainstorm

- Build a databank/library/document of answers to 
application questions that you can refer to later

- Once you are clear on your stuff, then you can turn to the 
application



Print the Questions (for application & video)

- Gather the data and print the questions (or copy and 
paste)

- Have them in a format you can copy and paste from into 
an online application

- Have the responses in front of you when it comes to doing 
video, don’t rely on your memory



Identify Key Information & make sure you reference it 

- Get the key information from everywhere - the main page, 
downloadable guidelines, frequently asked questions etc

- Highlight and prioritise including responses to the key 
information in your answers

- Make sure your answers/project etc deliver on all key 
aspects



Think about who is reading/watching it & what they 
want/need
- Have your ‘audience’ in mind when you are writing
- What are the people who have put this application out into 

the world looking for and wanting to achieve and how can 
YOU help them get it?

- It’s all about you - but it’s not ALL about you!
- THe more you can help them achieve their goals, the 

more compelling your application will be



Time Limit - Focus your time and set parameters

- There is always enough time
- Set a time limit on the writing/preparation/completion of 

your application
- Don’t leave it to the last minute
- You can create your own sense of urgency



Now Your Turn

Get into alignment and start brainstorming!

Remember - this is NOT your only opportunity in life, it’s just 
another great step and if you approach it as a CLARITY 
seeking exercise, it will bring you benefits in many more ways 
too and you are more likely to WIN your application ;) 


